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Tensorflow

 open-source software

 It is a symbolic math library

 machine learning 

 production at Google



Dataflow graphs

 TensorFlow is calculated using data flow graphs

 First need to create a dataflow diagram 

 Put our data (tensor) in the dataflow graph Computation 

 Nodes represent math operations in the diagram

 Edges represent multidimensional data (tensors). 

 When Training the model ,tensors continually from a node 

flow to another node in data flow diagrams



 The graph is composed of two types of objects :

1. Node : A Operations (ops), calculations that consume and produce tensors.

2. Edge : A Tensors ,Values that will flow through the graph



Tensorflow basic operation

 Import

 Create nodes(op)
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Create nodes(op)



Create Session



With as



Avoid only one variable to hold the 
Session





Update tensor by run training Graph





receive more than 1 tensor by use 
"Fetch"



When Graph operating, Modify or insert 
the tensor



name_scope





reuse variable

 reuse variable by tf.variable_scope() and tf.get_variable()

 If decide to set reuse variable, need to use scope.reuse_variables(), 
otherwise, it will get error

 Why we need to reuse variable? When start training and test, Maybe two of 
them have different structure, but need have same weight and bias





Call scope again



Set default initializer for all variable in 
Scope



variable_scope and name_scope

 Both variable_scope and name_scope have the same effect on all operations 
as well as variables created using tf.Variable

 name_scope is ignored by tf.get_variable



add layer



Homework



Simple network



 Install tensorflow

 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xxkr62qn6CAfpdyk0oA_xbJFp4DCrm9k/vie
w?usp=sharing

 Grade : 7 (one week)

 Grade : 6 (two week)

 ALL student completed in two week , I will get you all 8!!

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xxkr62qn6CAfpdyk0oA_xbJFp4DCrm9k/view?usp=sharing
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